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Contemplate Creation and allow the divine science to reveal itself within you.

Life is made with the Breath of the Spirit of God and manifested through the vibration of His Word,
but also a broad science developed from the Creator. Universal and divine Rays, Mirrors of light,
Sources of energy, sound and color all helped in the creation of the Universes, the dimensions, and
consciousnesses.

Everything in life manifests perfection and, just as the Creator sent His children out for evolution
into the vast Cosmos, He also created the path of return to His Heart, to the Source of Unity, to the
principle of Love.

The Mirrors of the Cosmos are this path of return to the Heart of God; through them, the Father
manifested, animated, and nurtured Life. His Sources are eternal and are fed by the very existence
of God. Sources that manifest sources, from which essences and souls emerge. These are the
Mirrors of the Cosmos and, just as the Father carries within Himself the Mirrors that manifest life,
HIs children, like Him in essence and in love, also carry in themselves the inner mirrors which
create through love and build, within the invisible, the Plan of the Creator.

Be aware of the mirrors that pulse in your hearts and feel yourselves a part of a divine and universal
science. Just as the Mirrors of the Cosmos create in light, and manifest life and perfection, you too,
children, should create through prayer and loving actions. Manifest a new life and, with the mirrors
of your hearts, attract the new patterns of behavior for humanity. Manifest love, peace, and grace.
Be worthy children of God and, through the mirrors of your hearts, recreate and renew this life.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


